The influence of The History of Sir Charles Grandison (1753-54) upon the later novel is not universally acknowledged, but it ought to be. Famously, Grandison was a favourite of Jane Austen, who adapted the work as a play, and George Eliot prized Grandison above Clarissa (1747-48).
1 Closer to its own time, popular fiction reprises it: in 1771, Elizabeth Griffith's Lady Barton imagines herself as Harriet Byron, while the anonymous History of Mr Byron and Miss Greville and The Adopted Daughter (both 1767) recycle names and scenes familiar from Grandison.
2 Sophia Briscoe's The History of Miss Melmoth (1772) appears to reproduce a number of its tableaux. 3 For readers afraid of its bulk, a kind abridger pro duced a redacted Grandison. 4 Some authors, apprised of the novel's imminent appearance, did not wait for Richardson to publish before responding: The Memoirs of Sir Charles Goodville, advertised over the winter of 1753, pipped Richardson to the post by almost a year. 5 The "Lover of Virtue" unflatteringly noted Grandison's effect upon novels of its generation: "Your success has farther corrupted our taste, by giving birth to an infinite series of other compositions all of the same kind. " 6 This article examines the immediate legacy of Grandison following its publication in late 1753 and early 1754, and how it helped to shape the popular novels of the mid-1750s, 60s, and early 70s. I will argue that Grandison offers a grand ideological vision of personal virtue, which functions as a greater, organizing social principle. The ultimate expression of this vision is the stable community, bonded together through personal example and superintendence, and through the public encouragement of marriage. Richardson's Sir Charles embodies the magnetically vir tu ous individual whose duty and pleasure it is to draw together the community-and even the nation. This paradigm p opul ar fiction after richardson of virtue provides a key reference point for popular fiction after Richardson, whether it is imitated, repurposed, or mocked.
In this article, I read a range of later novelists as respondents to Richardson, from light sentimental novels forgotten by criticism, to more celebrated sentimental utopian fictions-from texts that evidently reflect his influence, such as Sarah Scott's Millenium Hall (1762), Anna Meades's William Harrington (1771), and Mary Walker Hamilton's Munster Village (1778), to narratives with very different politics, such as John Kidgell's The Card (1755) and John Shebbeare's Fielding-esque romp The Marriage Act (1754). For all their variety of outlook and quality, I argue that these novels can be productively read as reproducing a Grandisonian ideal virtue and utopian country estate. If Grandison's vision of the ideal society is neither ideologically innovative nor philosophically sophisticated, it does crystallize within novelistic fiction an image of the good life and the benevolent community leader that proves intensely and enduringly popular in the years following its publication. Before embarking on this argument, it is necessary to consider what it means to say that Grandison is an influential novel.
Reproducing "Grandison"
Questions of literary influence are notoriously hard to resolve. In the eighteenth century, authors often blurred any clear lines between influence, adaptation, translation, and rewriting, by framing their works as "alter' d" versions of another text, by writing "in imitation of " someone else, or by presenting as "trans lations" texts that differed substantially from the originals. Appropriation, of one kind or another, was a means by which Richardson A major contention of this article is that Grandison deserves more recognition as an influential novel-although a piece of this length can only begin to make this argument. Contemporaries such as the "Lover of Virtue, " cited above, certainly saw Grandison that way. Catherine Morland and Isabella Thorpe's discus sion in Northanger Abbey (1818) of Radcliffean gothic im plicitly understands Grandison, that "amazing horrid book, " as paradigmatic of the sentimental-realist novel, an antitype to Isabella's favourite tales. 10 Austen's use of Grandison as shorthand for the mid-century sentimental novel is less surprising if we recall Alan Dugald McKillop's insight that Richardson's last published fiction "set the tone" of novels for the second half of the century.
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Follow ing McKillop, Gerard Barker sees Grandison's effect on late-century novels as "profound and pervasive, " although he notes that "the nature of its influence has never been thoroughly examined"-a challenge that subsequent critics have not notably met. Barker identifies as key to Grandison's importance both the ex emplary character of Sir Charles and Harriet's narrative role, the latter point explored by Joe Bray, who claims Grandison as an antici pator of free indirect discourse.
12 Looking closely, we can see Grandison cropping up repeatedly in the decades following its publication: it is alluded to in multiple, mostly forgotten texts, but also by Griffiths, Austen, and Edgeworth, as well as being adapted (The Paths of Virtue, the abridged Grandison), and ex-p opul ar fiction after richardson tended in the form of Mary Wollstonecraft's free translation Young Grandison (1790). 13 In certain areas of eighteenth-century novel scholarship, Grandison's influence is routinely noted, such as work on Sarah Scott. 14 Even while acknowledging these relationships, scholars must recognize the several dangers in asserting the influence of one text upon another. First, as David Brewer points out, investigations of borrowing tend to suffer from "a paucity of evidence. " 15 Second, even where evidence can identify authorial knowledge of an earlier work and pinpoint textual parallels, it is important to remember that post hoc non est propter hoc. In many cases, it is impossible to prove beyond doubt that a phrase or idea was plucked from one precursor, however significant, rather than simply being "in the air" at a particular moment. Third, attempts to specify influence risk positioning the chronologically prior text as "more original" than the later one, perhaps as pioneering rather than merely containing the features that the second allegedly borrows, when, of course, that first text may be as enmeshed in networks of influence and imitation as the second. Where does this leave us, however, when faced with a description such as this, of a married couple in Catherine Parry's Eden Vale (1784)? "Mr. and Mrs. Grandison seem literally to have but one soul; they live, they breathe but for each other ... The chearfulness which they are so remarkable for, seems encreased by each other's presence, and you see an involuntary joy light up their countenances when they meet, even after the shortest absence. " 16 The picture echoes Sir Charles and Harriet, who have "hearts, so united, so formed, for one another, " and whose expressions reveal "a joy that lighted bonnie l atimer up a more charming flush than usual. "
17 It is hardly possible to prove that Parry wrote with a copy of Grandison to hand, or even that she had read it, but to regard the reuse of the name and the verbal similarities as coincidental is also unpersuasive. Reading such a novel, we can, without presuming to recover authorial intentionality, see it as engaging with Grandison.
In addressing Grandison's influence, I draw on the work of several scholars. Foremost among these is Brewer, whose term "imaginative expansionism" captures a host of re-creative practices through which readers extend fictions, treating characters in "broadly successful texts ... as if they were both fundamentally incomplete and the common property of all ... merely a starting point" for another text.
18 Although Brewer's consideration of novel istic afterlives is foundational to this argument, I extend his focus on character to consider tropes such as the country estate and publicly sanctioned marriage. Another suggestive model is Catherine Kodat's theory of the "eidetic image." Kodat understands adaptation as an "after-image that is a kind of mental reviewing of an image that has passed," representing "a complementary 'negative' of the original image, in that there are common properties shared by both ... (usually shape), but also clear differences (usually color)."
19 Such a metaphor may be use ful for thinking about later incarnations of Grandison Hall such as Austen's Pemberley, recognizable as having a similar shape but coloured by different preoccupations. Most useful, though, is Rhoda Trooboff 's softer-focus idea of influence, which represents "an organic, familial, quasi-Darwinian model, which I call reproduction" and which disclaims the "quasi-legal and quasi-economic models ... embodied in 'plagiarism' and 'appropriation. ' p opul ar fiction after richardson that a precursor text is the only or even principal source of a later one; instead, she reads the reappearance of tropes between texts as a significant reproduction that indicates influence but does not preclude either text's participation in wider conversations. In this article, I position Grandison not as wholly innovating the features that later writers drew from it, but as realizing these innovative features in a way which proved compelling for contemporaries, and which invited rewriting. Richardson's fictions courted reproduction: as Brewer notes, Richardson "built opportunities for imaginative expansion ... directly into [his] work," for instance by invoking an extratextual "fictional archive" through which the reader could project Pamela's "off-page" life. 21 A similar effect is achieved through the accounts of Grandison Hall, which abound with detail, but also indicate their own insufficiency, and the con sequent need to imagine more. Harriet's letters through volume 7 outline life at the hall, but teasingly leave gaps. She praises Sir Charles's feasting of his tenants, but announces that she "will not trouble you ... with an account'" of it. She alludes to the "charm[ing] contriv[ance]" and "minut[e]" detail with which Sir Charles organizes the servants, but this is only to whet the appetite: when her sketch ends, Harriet begs Dr Bartlett to expatiate upon "the charming subject" of the estate, and to "tell ... more of ... Sir Charles's management and intentions" (Gr., 7:285-88). Unhappily, they are interrupted and the topic never resumed; however, Richardson encourages the reader to fill in a more detailed account. Also significant is the in sistence on reproducing features of Sir Charles's estate; among others, Mrs Selby instantly determines to construct a servants' library along the lines of Sir Charles's (Gr., 7:286). A desire for "more of " Sir Charles-to borrow Brewer's phrase-is not only experi enced by Grandison's characters, but is recommended to the novel's readership, in "A Concluding Note by the Editor" and "Letter to a Lady." Here, Richardson leaves decisions about his characters' futures to the reader, encouraging them to picture new characters, such as Harriet and Sir Charles's "fine and forward child" (Gr., 7:468). Given the openness of this invitation, it is surprising that scholarship has not focused more on engagements with Grandison. With this in mind, I turn now to bonnie l atimer a closer examination of Grandison's fantasia of a well-ordered society, which becomes paradigmatic for later novelists.
Crouds and Societies: Community Romance
Scott's rakish visitor to Millenium Hall, Lamont, who acts as a devil's advocate throughout the novel, challenges the ladies of the Hall by suggesting that their interest in constructing an ideal society is at odds with that society's isolation from the beau monde. Mrs Mancel sets him straight: "Do you then ... mistake a croud for society? I know not two things more opposite. How little society is there to be found in what you call the world? It might more properly be compared to that state of war, which Hobbes supposes the first condition of mankind ... What I under stand by society is a state of mutual confidence, reciprocal ser vices, and correspondent affections. "
22 Mrs Mancel's "society" is sentimental ("correspondent affections") and latitudinarian (recipro cal benefits underpinning mutual affection). But there are two points here: first, the remote georgic world of Millenium Hall is not at odds with society in the abstract, but figures it, or even constitutes it. Second, despite the emphasis on reciprocity, any reader of Scott will know that the Millenium Hall community is deeply hierarchized and dependent on the exemplary ladies who head it.
In this way, Scott's novel bears comparison to the ideal societies of many sentimental novels from the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, which purport to be private love stories, but which are also, in some sense, condition-of-England novels, community romances whose amorous plots terminate not in narrow prospects of personal bliss, but in more expansive social or communal visions. The tendency is apparent in Austen's fiction, from the vista presented by Emma (1816)-the "sweet view" of the English landscape dominated by the property whose doyenne Emma will be-to the conclusions of Sense and Sensibility (1811) and Mansfield Park (1814), which end with their heroines not only as brides of the novel's most upright men, but as agents of the moral order of their communities (Marianne's romance p opul ar fiction after richardson makes her a wife, but also the "patroness of a village"). 23 These rural communities surrounding the virtuous genteel protagonists owe much to a classical utopian tradition (as Christine Rees notes, they are indebted to the "Horatian ideal" of the country estate), but such conclusions can also productively be read as marked by Grandisonian tropes. 24 Grandison Hall, where Sir Charles presides, with the "happiness of hundreds" bound up in his own, represents "paradise"-which, for his dependants, consists of strict "Laws" and an improving library (Gr., 7:265, 285). He creates a secure, regulated demesne, and in so doing, as Barker argues, he symbolically purges the novelistic estate of the Fielding-esque reformed rake and squire, in favour of a new paragon. 25 His control over this space is enabled through personal scrutiny and example: he takes "a personal Survey of his whole estate," making himself "acquainted with every tenant, and even cottager ... enquir[ing] into his circumstances." The tenants' obedience is ensured through the esteem due to his uniform virtue, with the result that Sir Charles exacts more respect than his social superiors, as those on his estate "watch his eye in silent reverence. " As Dr Bartlett remarks, Sir Charles is, in this, an example to the "whole world" and thus a significant political force within the novel's imagination (Gr., 7:287-89). This self-creation of the virtuous protagonist as organizer of and exemplar to the community represents the coalescing of different mid-century ideas of virtue, realized in a distinctly Grandisonian form and bound together by "the seemingly universal admiration p opul ar fiction after richardson a response to Grandison and in which the unswervingly virtuous hero knits together his com munity by supervising the industrious poor: he employs labourers for their own good, and adopts protégés from whom "he required a letter every two months ... continuing a dependance [sic] on him which could not fail proving of great service to them. " 29 The consequence for all, as for Sir Charles, is a magical prosperity: Sir Charles is initially concerned that his father's spendthrift ways have depleted his estate, but by the time of his marriage, these money worries silently disappear to enable his charity. Similarly, Sir George Ellison accedes to wealth, and despite allowing all the local farmers free sport, Shebbeare's Mr Sterlin's "Manors were filled with Game, whilst Gentlemen of more Rigour had scarce a Hare or a Partridge in theirs" (MA, 2:189-90). To read these figures as Grandisonian is to identify their reproduction of features of the iconic virtue embodied in Sir Charles, to see them as after-images of Richardson's hero.
Sir Charles Grandison is exemplary not only locally, but to a wider, imagined England. 30 Just as Sir Charles is a national pattern, Anna Meades's William Harrington, which frames itself as having been edited by Richardson, concludes with its hero becoming part of a national network of revamped libertines, who disperse themselves throughout the country, each seeding his own virtuous community. In some ways, this speaks to a tradition of the rake reformed by wedlock, but it is significant that the closing marriages are compared to Sir Charles and Harriet's ("Here ... is a noble parade for you! one almost as sumptuous as that on the wedding of Sir Charles Grandison"), with the new household at Harrington Hall establishing a familiar rural utopia of grateful tenantry and a gratified landlord: "What pleasure in life can exceed that of giving happiness to a set of honest creatures, made happy by your bounty?" 31 bonnie l atimer having been convinced by his friend's example, determines to replicate this set-up at his Berkshire estate: "I intend to pay the people for my remissness in going thither, by following ... the full example my brother has set us in this part of the world, endeavour ing, in the same manner he has done, to win the affections of all the people under us. This ... is a thing absolutely neces sary to be done by all landlords, since they will ever be sure to find themselves better attended to through motives of love than those of fear" (WH, 2:208-9). The novel closes with nodes of Grandisonian virtue spread across several counties, with an obliged poor "attending to" their exemplary gentry, both partners in a communally sustained moral order which forms a miniature ideal England. Such tropes become current in the hackneyed novels that follow in Grandison's wake. They are also important for understanding the related strain of sentimental utopian writing by women, most obviously Scott and Mary Walker Hamilton, who imagine a perfect political order in the form of female utopias, but who also share ideational structures with postRichardsonian formula fiction. Their utopias are marked by the "paternalism" and "manipulation" Barker finds in Sir Charles.
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The description of Millenium Hall mirrors the more obscure texts: as well as the managed "natural" landscapes, the ladies live by the Grandisonian maxim that "the example of the great infects the whole community, " and their charity consists of directing its activities: "The ladies settle all these matters ... and told us, that as they, to please God, assisted us, we must ... serve others ... [they] hire nurses for those who are very ill ... [they] take every child after the fifth of every poor person, as soon as it can walk, till when they pay the mother for nursing it ... There never passes a day that one or other of the ladies does not come and look all over our houses ... it is all for our good" (MH, 164, 66-7) . 33 Managing the poor as a resource, they engineer mutually beneficial relationships between them; however, in familiar fashion, they preserve the necessary hierarchy, such that the ladies remain at the centre of the community, "beholding numbers who derive every earthly good from your bounty, " just as Sir Charles is the focus of every reverential eye (MH, 120). 34 Munster Village can, like Millenium Hall, be read as having a Grandisonian tone, sharing with both a focus on the landed gentry and a sub scription to a capitalist ethos. In a formulation that might act as epigraph to all of these texts, Hamilton's Lady Frances defines virtue in latitudinarian terms as based in obliging others: "Virtue ... is nothing else than that principle by which our actions are intentionally directed, to produce good, to the several objects of our free agency ... what a superior joy have I not experienced ... in exerting this disposition, in acts of beneficence! ... It is true, the great works I have carried on ... the manufactories I have introduced into this kingdom, &c. &c. have procured me the suffrage of the world, and may transmit my name down to posterity." 35 As for Sir Charles, virtue is construed as activity, bene fiting others but reflecting on the donor, the exemplary com munity leader. Lady Frances models her own nature as a pattern, "constant in her attendance at church" because "public acknowledgements of the goodness of God ... contribute to give a whole community suitable apprehensions of him: and these ... it was equally her duty to propagate" (MV, 1:96). This utopia, like Millenium Hall and Grandison Hall, features a regulated peasantry; significantly, the estate is designed by Capability Brown, shorthand for a type of landscape marked by the sort of art ful artlessness, the "subtle artifice" embodied in Grandison Hall and its fictional descendants. 36 As Peter Denney notes, the Brownian landscape "resembles a set of spatial sumptuary laws": the houses are built with gradations in their quality and situa tion, with the centre of the estate occupied by a panoptical "tribuna. " 37 It bonnie l atimer is here that Lady Frances's statue is erected, stamping her priority onto the landscape (MV, 1:64-67). Her estate is a functioning society, characterized, like Millenium Hall, by retreat, as Lady Frances pours her energy into "the care of her family, and ... the improvement of [her] property, " eschewing "the world" to create a "society ... manifestly maintained by a circulation of kindness" (MV, 1:59-60). This society is not merely inward-looking, but represents an ideal Englishness. The narrator notes that Lady Frances's library was "greatly wanted in this kingdom, " which "remains without any considerable public library, " discounting the Royal Society's library and the British Museum as unfit for purpose (MV, 1:68-69). If the Millenium Hall ladies offer an example that George Ellison reconstructs "on a smaller scale," exporting their vision, Lady Frances aims for works of "national magnificence, " making explicit the ambition to refigure the nation that is visible in the other novels considered here (MH, 207; MV, 1:91). Lady Frances's organizing energy and exemplary virtue, as well as her social position, allow her to construct a nation-estate markedly similar to Grandison Hall and to the ideal estates it foreshadows. In this way, the ideas sketched out in Richardson's late fiction of a hierarchical community of the obliged poor and the adored gentry, self-contained and yet figuring the nation, are repro duced both in formula fiction and in proto-feminist utopian writing: all of these texts participate in a common ideology.
Shining Lights and Libertines: Contesting Personal Example
It would be misleading to indicate that novelists following in Richardson's footsteps subscribe uncritically to Grandisonian exemplarity. The personal magnanimity upon which the ideal community depends can also be construed as stifling, and as providing convenient advantages for the benevolent gentry. 44 For all their cardboard predictability and derivation as pale imitations of Lovelace's crew, Meades's libertines can reply to the sermonising of the virtuous male characters, scorning them as new and shin ing lights, and asserting that they "are not convinced of [Sir William's ideas] being better, or more conducive to happiness than our own. " They are given a successful ending, happily depriving the foolish Mrs Loyd of her fortune and absconding to the Carolinas with two girls they have "ruined, " before abandoning them for new adventures (WH, 4:251-54). Just as Grandison ends with an invitation to imagine beyond the novel's end, so Meades allows the reader the pleasure of thumbing a figurative nose at the stuffiness of Sir William Harrington, as the libertines head off to the expansive horizons of the new world, suggestively excluded from the English rural utopias of Sir William and Lord S., but possibly enjoying rather a better time in the colonies. It is significant that Meades's libertines eschew not only England but also marriage, because it is this factor that, as well as taming Sir William and Lord S., stabilizes the ideal communities they construct and constitutes the backbone of the novel's fantasy Englishness.
Wedlock and Nunneries: The National Significance of Marriage
Marriage is a central concern of Grandison: Sir Charles is for having everybody marry (Gr., 2:429). He promotes, mends, or 45 This is one way in which Sir Charles creates himself as leader within a society containing men older and of higher rank than he. This model of marriage also assumes a public interest in the formation of conjugal ties and in matri monial conduct: Sir Charles is opposed to "private" nuptials, and assumes a third-party monitory role in various marriages. Grandisonian marriage draws on a number of mid-century discourses, formu lating a version of the institution that permits sig nificant inter ven tion and scrutiny by the benevolent hero, in the name of a greater good. 46 In this, Grandison does not simply reprise the stan dard eighteenth-century marriage end ing; instead, it closely inves tigates how marriage stabilizes a community, which is why, as John Allen Stevenson notes, the novel unusually does not end with a wedding but with married life. 47 I conclude by arguing that this vision of marriage as a matter of public interest, legis lated for centrally, is reproduced in later fictions, and I focus on two perhaps unexpected candidates: Scott's and Hamilton's female utopias. bonnie l atimer Sir Charles's plan for a Protestant nunnery is a widely re marked feature of the novel, and represents in part a response to anxieties over single women of the propertied classes. Ruth Perry and Amy Froide both argue powerfully that such women in this period experienced a "great disinheritance, " marked by a proliferation of discourse around their place in society; Sir Charles's nunnery allows these women a space outside of marriage in which they can be understood as productive rather than surplus. 48 Importantly, though, his plan does not come to fruition in Grandison, as Charlotte notes in frustration (Gr., 4:355). Instead, the hint is taken up outside the novel's pages: Shebbeare fleshes out a copycat plan, but the most famous realization is Millenium Hall, which provides, to reinvoke Kodat, a differently coloured afterimage of Sir Charles's idea (MA, 2:166-68). Scott elaborates the nunnery as a retreat for gentlewomen who dedicate themselves to self-improvement and charity, but it emerges that one of their primary purposes is the institutional promotion of marriage. In a manner akin to Sir Charles, the ladies of Millenium Hall develop a scheme to ensure the marriages of young women: the ladies had ... given fortunes ... to about thirty young women, and ... they had seldom celebrated fewer than two marriages in a year ... Nor does their bounty cease on the wedding-day, for they are always ready to assist them ... and watch with so careful an eye over the conduct of these young people, as proves of much greater service to them than the money they bestow ... the young women bred up at the schools these ladies support, are so much esteemed for many miles round, that it is not uncommon for young farmers, who want sober good wives, to obtain them from there. (MH, The ladies thus systematize the nuptials of the lower orders, enabling suitable marriages through the formal gifting of money and advice. George Ellison's wife, appearing a few years later, will go one better than this, publicly signalling good wife material by pinning red ribbons onto the girls. 49 Here as elsewhere, the ladies' charity is a structural investment in the community: they promote not only agriculture, but human reproduction through 48 The legacy of Clarissa to the later novel is traceable in scores of heroines who are subject to parental tyranny and loathsome proposals. 52 Grandison's impact, while less immediately visible, is a legacy of ideas rather than characters. These ideas manifest in multifarious ways, but by looking specifically at notions of community and marriage, we can see at least some of the ways in which the novel's powerfully appealing ideals of prosperity and stability set the tone for respondents of the 1750s and shortly thereafter, novelists who reshape the Richardsonian vision of the nation-estate perpetuated through virtuous marriage and genteel supervision for their own political ends. 
